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Why Alberto Torresi shoes?

Alberto Torresi Footwear are in a league of their own. Uniquely

crafted to support your whole body, the footwear are fitted with

shock cushioning and sturdy gripping soles to reduce strain on your

legs, back and feet. ...
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About Us

Why Alberto Torresi shoes? Alberto Torresi Footwear are in a league of their own. Uniquely crafted to

support your whole body, the footwear are fitted with shock cushioning and sturdy gripping soles to

reduce strain on your legs, back and feet. Giving you one less reason to worry about! Our footwear

ooze panache and unparalleled elegance. After all, they have been conceptualised by master

designers and made by enthused craftsmen who ensure customer delight through product durability

and reliability. Our product is an epitome of bespoke craftsmanship. The footwear have been

ergonomically designed to ensure that it fits your feet perfectly and gives you optimum comfort

whether you are stationary or in motion. It keeps your heel in perfect balance and gives your toes

excellent natural freedom of movement. Alberto Toressi footwear is a combination of bold style and

amazing comfort. Inspired by the pace and blitz of urban lifestyle, Truly ‘Attitude in Style’! What is my

shoe size? If you are not sure about your shoe size follow the chart below and pick the size that suits

you the best. USA 6 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 11 EUROPE 39 40 40.5 41 42 42.5 43 44 44.5 45 UK 5

6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 CM 24.5 25 25.5 26 26.5 27 27.5 28 28.5 29                         Do you have

replacement laces and insoles available?Yes, we do...

For more information, please visit
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SHOES

Alberto Torresi Agostino Black
Loafers

Alberto Torresi Agostino
Brown Loafers

Alberto Torresi Anichino Ankle
Blue Men Boots

Alberto Torresi Anichino Ankle
Chesnut Men Boots
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Manufacturer



CONTACT US

Alberto Torresi
Contact Person: Amit Sharma

Shop No 2168 & 2169, Freeganj 
Agra - 282004, Uttar Pradesh, India
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